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On automorphisms of the subalgebra lattice 
induced by automorphisms of the algebra 
E. FRIED and G. GRÂTZER* 
1. Introduction. We are going to prove the following result: 
Theorem. Let G be a group, L an algebraic lattice with more than one element, 
and let q> be a homomorphism of G into AutL. Then there exists an algebra 31 such 
that there are isomorphisms a: G—Aut31 and /?:L->-Sub9I satisfying (see Figure) 
= (p Aut fi, where Aut ¡3 is the isomorphism of Aut L and Aut Sub 21 induced 
by p. 
G AutL 
X Aut 0 
Aut 21 • Aut Sub 91 ' <pm 
To put it simply, (Aut 91, Sub 91, q>a) is characterized as (G, L, <p). The ex-
ception is that we have to assume that \L\ >1. Indeed, if \L\ = 1, then A is the only 
subalgebra of 91, that is, every element is an algebraic constant. In this case, |G| = 1. 
Thus {Aut 91, Sub 91, ç>a() is just as independent as (Aut 91, Sub 91) is. 
Corol lary . (E. T. SCHMIDT [7]) Given a group G and an algebraic lattice L 
with more than one element, there exists an algebra 9t satisfying G s Aut 91 and 
Z, Si Sub 91. 
Proof . Let (p map all of G into the identity element of Aut L. Then the al-
gebra 91 we obtain from the Theorem yields the Corollary. 
This Corollary contains earlier results of G . BIRKHOFF [i] characterizing auto-
inorphis groups of algebras and of G . BIRKHOFF and O. FRINK [2] characterizing 
thé subalgebra lattices of algebras. 
It may be of some interest to note that in Schmidt's construction q> is indeed 
the constant map. If in our proof q> is the constant map, we obtain a somewhat 
simplified proof of Schmidt's result. 
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2. The construction. Let G, L, and <p be given as in the Theorem. Let C be 
the set of all compact elements of L. Then C is a join-semilattice with zero, and 
the ideal lattice, Id C, of C is isomorphic to L (see, for instance, [5]). It is also trivial 
that Aut C and Aut L are isomorphic, hence we can assume that <p is a homo-
morphism of G into Aut C. 
Set A = (GX(C— {0})) U {0}. We define some operations on A 
(a,06G,a, i>6C-{O}): 
A: is a constant operation with value 0; 
V is a binary operation defined by 
0V0 = 0, 0V(a, a) = (a, a)V0 = (a, a), <«, a)V<0, b) = <«, aWb); 
f„i0 is a unary operation: fa,a(0)=0 and 
'<«/?, a if a (ficp) ^ b, 
/«.«(<& b)) = <«/?, b) if ft s a 03q>), 
0 otherwise. 
Observe that if as*0, then a(fi(p) is the image of a under the automorphism 
of C, hence a(fi<p)r*0. Thus fi a is an operation on A. 
Let F consist of k, V, and all the a£G, a 6 C - { 0 } and set 31=<v4; F). 
3. Verification. Now we prove that 91 satisfies the conditions of the Theorem. 
Claim 1. Let BQA. B is closed under all the operations in F iff B= 
=(GX(/-{0}))U{0}, where /6 Id C. 
P roo f . Checking the definition of the operations, it is clear that, for / 6 l d C, 
(G X (/— {0})) U {0} 
is closed under all the operations in F. 
Now let JBQA and let B be closed under all the operations in F. Since k£F, 
we obtain 065. Define 
/ = { a | a 6 C and <a, a ) 6 5 for some a6G}U{0}. 
If .B={0}, then /={0} is an ideal. Now let 5 ^ ( 0 } . Obviously, if a, 66/ , then 
aVb£l. Let ¿ 6 / a n d c^b; we wish to prove that c6/. If c=0 , then 0 6 / by defini-
tion. If CT*0, then b?±0, hence we can choose a /?6G such that ( f i , b)£B by the 
definition of / . Thus, for any a6G, 
f * t - \ b ) ) = (a, c), 
since c(fi<p)~1(fiq>)=c^b. We conclude that (a, c)£B, since c£l. Therefore, / 6 l d C. 
Since we have (a, c ) 6 5 for all a6G, we also conclude that 5 = ( G X ( / - {0}))U {0}, 
verifying the claim. 
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Claim 2. Sub 91 ^L. 
Proo f . It is clear from Claim 1 that 7 - (GX(/ -{0}) )U{0} is an isomorphism 
between Id C and Sub 91. Since Id C=*L, the claim follows. 
Claim 3. For every y£G, the map TY: {P,b)-*{fiy,b{yq>)), 0—0 is an auto-
morphism of 21. 
P roof . It is trivial that 07 ;=0 , (xV y)Ty=xTyV yTy, for x,y£A. Since 
right-multiplication of G and yep on C are permutations, so is Ty. It remains to 
prove that fx¡a(x Ty) =fa< a {x) Ty. This is obvious for x = 0 . Now let x=(P, b). 
If a(fi<p) and b are not comparable, then (a(P<p))(y(p) and b(ycp) are not comparable, 
that is, a((fiy)<p) and b(y<p) are not comparable, hence 
/...«ft b))Ty = 0Ty = 0 =fxJ(0y> Hvv))) =LM b)Ty). 
The other two cases ( a ( f i ( p ) ^ b and b^a(P<p)) are similar. 
Claim 4. Every automorphism of 91 is of the form Ty for a unique y €G. 
P roof . Let T be an automorphism of 91. Define the functions / and g on 
C - { 0 } by 
< l , c ) r = ( / ( c ) , g(c)>, 
where 1 is the identity of G. Then, for c,d£C-{0}, 
</(cVd), g(cV</)> = <1, cVd)T= «1, c)V<l, d))T = 
= <1, c>rV< 1, d)T= (f(c),g(c))\/(f(d),g(d)) = </(c),g(c)Vg(d)>. 
Thus, for any c, d£C-{0}, / (c) = / ( cVd) =f(d), 
that i s , / ( c ) is a constant function, f(c)=f£C-{0}. Thus <1, c)T=(f,g(c)) 
and g (cVd)—g(c )yg (d ) , implying that g is an automorphism of C— {0}. Set 
c=aVg -1(a(/(¡o)). Since a S c the first clause of the definition of fx<a applies 
so we have 
<a, a)T=fa<a((l, c » r = / I > 0 « l , c)T) =fU(f> 8(c))) = <«/> "<J<P))> 
where, in the last step, the first clause of the definition of f„ta again applies since 
«(/<?>) ^ g ( c ) . 
This proves that T=T¡ since they agree on A — {0}, and obviously agree 
at 0. The uniqueness of / is obvious. 
Claim 5. G s Aut 91. 
P roof . f—Tf is the required isomorphism by Claims 3 and 4. 
We have verified all but the last statement of the Theorem. Let a:G—Aut9I 
and p:L—Sub 91 be defined as in Claim 5 and Claim 2. Let ydG. Then yep is an 
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automorphism of C. An ideal / of C is carried to (GX(/-{0}))U {0} by Aut P 
and thus (y<p)Aut/? is an automorphism of Sub 91 mapping (GX(/— {0}))U {0} to 
(G X (I(y<p) — {0})) U {0}. Now ya is an automorphism of 91, namely, Ty. Thus 
(ya) is an automorphism of Sub 91 carrying a subalgebra B to BTy, that is, 
(GX(/-{0}))U {0} to ((GX(/-{0}))U {0})T y=(GX{I{yep)- {0}))U {0} (this equality 
follows from the definition of T7). This completes the proof of the Theorem. . 
4. Concluding remarks. Let m be an infinite regular cardinal: The finitary 
concepts (m = N 0 ) of the Theorem generalize naturally (see G . G R Â T Z E R [ 3 ] and [ 4 ] ) 
to the concepts: m-algebraic lattice and algebra of characteristic m. Subalgebra 
lattices of algebras of characteristic tn can be characterized, up to isomorphism, 
as in-algebraic lattices. The Theorem of this note generalizes to m-algebraic lattices 
and algebras of characteristic m. In thé proof, it is only necessary to replace the 
binary operation V by infinitary joins of less than m elements. 
It is a curious fact that the algebra 91 constructed has no endomorphisms other 
than the automorphisms. 
Similarly to the definition of <pm, we can define ipm: Aut 91—Aut Con 91, 
where Con 91 is the congruence lattice of 91 and we can ask for a characterization 
of (Aut 91, Con 91, \]/m). (For the most recent accounting of the characterization 
problems connected with Con 91 , see G . G R Â T Z E R and W . A. L A M P E [ 6 ] . ) Even harder 
is the characterization problem of 
(Aut 91, Sub 91, Con 91, 9a, 
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